LRS Output Management for Healthcare
Patient care involves critical documents. Lots of them. Including test
results, patient records, arm bands,
prescription labels and many more.
Doctors, nurses and other clinicians require a fast, secure and
reliable delivery mechanism for all
of these. Access has to be faster
and more secure than ever before,
whether it is from a cart in the
hallway or right inside the exam
room, immediate access is key.
Hospitals, clinics and doctor’s
offices face a complicated web of
output with many application platforms and devices. This can lead to
printing redundancies, unnecessary
IT labor and delays in daily operations without the right tools and
technical infrastructure.
Clinical systems house patient
information but those can’t ensure
that critical patient documents
are printed where they are needed
most, or printed at all.
The rules have changed for delivering quality healthcare. Doctors
are closer to patients with access
to records just a reach away. This
causes printing to become more
complex. Proximity of data to
printers becomes a more complex
issue.

LRS® Output Management Solutions provide a single, fast, reliable,
and secure printing environment
solution so clinical staff can focus
on delivering the best patient care
when and where it matters most.
Without the right output management solution it can cost you time
and money, as well as lapses and
delays in patient care.
The LRS solution allows your organization to remove complexities
with mapping printers with EMR
workflows.
Doctors and nurses do not have to
worry about printer selection and
instead, can focus on patient care.
LRS has developed interfaces that
integrate with major EMR systems
like Epic, Cerner, GE Healthcare and
others. System records are no longer
trapped behind
hospital or clinic
walls. Our solutions enable your
EMR applications
to print directly
to affiliate institutions or remote
clinics without
interruptions
or other issues
that may have

prevented your staff from delivering
top-notch care in the past.

Compliance and Security
Security and compliance are
constant concerns, especially in
healthcare environments that use
thin and/or zero clients. Our virtual
desktop (VDI) printing solutions
intelligently connect users and
printers so roaming clinicians can
print from any terminal to any
device no matter where they are.
Pull printing authentication and
audits allow your organization to
remain HIPAA and PHI compliant.
LRS solutions provide electronic,
up-to-date access to critical reports
even during down times or outages.
Doctors, nurses and clinical staff
have access to the most current
reports when they need them.

The thing is that they take all these complicated printing activities and wrap them up
into an interface that is easy to use. We don’t have Windows print servers anymore for
our EMR printing. It is all wrapped up in the LRS product. This is a lot of complexity
that’s just made much simpler.
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Using LRS’ tap and release print, the chain of custody
on the document is ensured from the EMR system
down to the print devices. This ensures that your
patient document is protected and released appropriately by the practitioner.

TYPICAL HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT

Output in any healthcare environment is complex.
They comprise many applications, platforms and output
devices. Improperly managed, this can lead to printing
redundancies, unnecessary IT labor and delays in daily
operations. Ultimately this affects patient care.

From tap and release authentication at work stations,
to printing the critical documents healthcare providers need, LRS software solutions for healthcare
make providing care faster, safer, compliant and
accessible from any location.

HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT WITH LRS

LRS Healthcare solution is a single solution to manage all
print and electronic output throughout the organization.
LRS is a reliable and secure printing environment. Staff
can print what they need, where they need it and when
they need it. Even during downtime outages.

Visit www.LRSOutputManagement.com to learn more.
LRS delivers secure, efficient and reliable solutions to 100’s of healthcare environments.
Learn how you can spend less time focused on delivering output and more time delivering the best care.
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